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We guarantee that this book will show you how God can and will bless you abundantly. Follow
us at www.facebook.com/MakeRoomBooks This book flawlessly conveys God's heart for
wanting every man, woman, boy and girl to "Make Room" for Him in our daily lives. "Make
Room" will answer the when, what, how, and why questions that will jumpstart you into a
deeper and more beneficial relationship with those around you, and most importantly, the
Father. This story of the Shunammite women brings a refreshing twist and direct parallel on how
to have a more fulfilling relationship with the Father. I'm ready... are you? Sarah E. Dozier CoFounder & Vocalist of TruEssence www.facebook.com/SDozier09 Make Room for God is a
great concept. Making room for fellowship with Him and allowing Him to use you is a practical,
but powerful truth. Michael Turner Senior Pastor, Turning Point Church turningpointchurch.tv
This book will change your life! As a senior pastor, it fed my spirit and soul. We live in a culture
that focuses on "me" and what you can do for "me." Make Room will help you see what will
happen when we move "me" out of the way and Make Room for Him. You will find out who
you are in Jesus. That is the key that unlocks your dreams, destiny, and miracles! This book will
help you do just that. Mark Smith Senior Pastor, Abundant Life Church alccumming.org
This collection of thoughtful essays discusses library trends and best practices in creating
dynamic, effective, and enjoyable spaces for young adults. * Contains a helpful index to the
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topics discussed in the text
Using fathers' first-hand accounts from letters, journals, and personal interviews along with
hospital records and medical literature, Judith Walzer Leavitt offers a new perspective on the
changing role of expectant fathers from the 1940s to the 1980s. She shows how, as men moved
first from the hospital waiting room to the labor room in the 1960s, and then on to the delivery
and birthing rooms in the 1970s and 1980s, they became progressively more involved in the
birth experience and their influence over events expanded. With careful attention to power and
privilege, Leavitt charts not only the increasing involvement of fathers, but also medical
inequalities, the impact of race and class, and the evolution of hospital policies. Illustrated with
more than seventy images from TV, films, and magazines, this book provides important new
insights into childbirth in modern America, even as it reminds readers of their own experiences.
What do you do when your hopes and dreams seem to die? Mahesh and Bonnie Chavda, two
respected international leaders, contend that for Christians, this doesn't need to be a time of
discouragement. Instead, as believers learn to welcome the anointing presence of Jesus, any
valley can be transformed into a place of miracles. The Chavdas focus on the Shuammite
woman in 2 Kings, who was given, and then lost, and then received back again her young son.
First narrating and then exploring this account of death and restoration, the Chavdas encourage
readers to face their broken dreams and make room for Jesus' resurrection power. As believers
recognize the possibility of the impossible, refusing to let go of the Presence, God can bring
even the most hopeless dream to life.
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To Make Room for the Sea
Make Room for What You Love
An Invitation to Catechists and Teachers
Take Control of Your Space, Time, Energy, and Money to Live on Purpose
12 Ways to Improve Your Life by Letting Go of Tension. Better Health, Self-Esteem and
Relationships. Mindbody Relaxation
Make Room
Make Him Room

Following an explanation of the ill-effects of tension, Melemis presents
a one-month program of mind/body relaxation.
If you feel lost in our cultural wilderness, in clutter, collecting,
consuming, working, worrying and waiting for something better, I
wrote this book for you. I have been lost, too. God has shown me a way
out. This book is a bit of bright orange paint pointing to the path
toward home. Let's walk it together. —From the Introduction Susan
Rowland shares with us her time- and experienced-tested methods that
will help us simplify and unclutter our lives, and most importantly, our
spirits. She tackles everything from how to let go of the extra stuff we
just can't seem to live without to the feelings of discontent,
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disconnect, anger, jealousy, abandonment and bitterness that seem to
equally possess us. In five comprehensive sections—Self-Care Without
Clutter, An Environment Without Clutter, Productivity Without
Clutter, A Spirit Without Clutter and A God Without Clutter—Rowland
takes us on her own journey of self-discovery and self-simplifying. She
reveals how she de-toxed from the societal pressure to do constantly
and to have insatiably, and most importantly, how, in the process of
letting go of so much "clutter," she became stronger, healthier and
more spiritually cleansed--with plenty of room for God.
Please Make Room for Me By: William R. Brown Phineas Bentley, a
misfit, bullied teenager, is desperate to find love. As he struggles with
his sexuality, he wonders if anyone will love him if they knew his most
deeply hidden secret. So, he hides part of himself from the world, and
hopes that no one will see. But when true love finds him in the most
unexpected way, can he learn to live and embrace life—even in the face
of tragedy?
Never get stuck inside an escape room again, with this strategy
guidebook to beating your favorite immersive interactive game—from
a well-known game designer and puzzle enthusiast Chances are you
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have visited an escape room, whether for a birthday party, a corporate
team-building exercise, or as a weekend excursion with your friends.
But what does it take to maximize your chances of solving the puzzles,
while ensuring everyone has a good time along the way? Planning Your
Escape is the perfect guide to making sure you never get stuck in
another escape room again. Game designer extraordinaire Laura Hall
has all the best strategies for every room you might encounter, so your
team can function like a well-oiled machine. This guide offers: -A
history of puzzles and experiential entertainment, from the 4,000-yearold dexterity puzzles of Mohenjo-daro to the spectacle of immersive
theater installations like Secret Cinema, Meow Wolf, and Sleep No
More; -Different types of escape rooms, and solvable examples of the
common puzzles they employ; -Common escape room player
personality types, and how best to work with them; and -Advice for
constructing your own escape rooms and puzzle hunts Bringing in a
cast of experts, Planning Your Escape is the must-have strategy book
for any escape room enthusiast, puzzle fan, and aspiring experience
designer. Get ready to wow your friends and impress your co-workers
with your new skills, and never enter a room you can’t get out of
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Television and the Family Ideal in Postwar America
Outer Order, Inner Calm
A Child's Guide to Lent and Easter
Ice and Refrigeration
Joining God in Welcoming Children
Please Make Room for Me
Finding God's Best in the Most Unlikely Places
“The more I sit with these poems, the more they resonate with me and with universal patterns
and themes—existential inquiries, loneliness, spiritual doubts.” —Green Mountains Review To
Make Room for the Sea reckons with the notion that nothing in this world is permanent. Led by
an introspective speaker, these poems examine a landscape that resists full focus, and
conclude that “it’s easier to love what we don’t know.” “I hold this leaf I think / you should
see, but I can’t quite / say why,” Adam Clay writes, as he navigates a variety of both personal
and ecological fixations: disembodied bullfrog croaks, the growth of his child, a computer’s
dreaded blue screen of death. The observations in To Make Room for the Sea convey both
grief for the Anthropocene and hope for the future. The poems read like field notes from
someone who knows the world and hopes to know it differently. On the precipice of great
change and restructured perspective, Clay’s poems linger in “the second between taking in a
vision and processing it,” in the moment when the world is less a familiar system and more a
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palette of colors and potential. To Make Room for the Sea delights as much as it mourns. It
looks forward as much as it reflects. Deft and hopeful, the poems in this collection gently
encourage us to take another look at a world “only some strange god might have thought up /
in a drunken stumble.” “That’s the magic of this book—the way Adam Clay, line after line,
enacts the mind on the page.” —Maggie Smith “Draws from an impressive repertoire of forms
to tease out complex questions regarding time, epistemology, and memory.” —Publishers
Weekly
A stark, unbridled vision of planet Earth on the brink of collapse, and the inspiration behind the
classic sci-fi film, Soylent Green. At the close of the twentieth century, a planet overwhelmed
by rampant overpopulation teeters on the edge of self-destruction. In New York City alone, 35
million people are squeezed into its packed boroughs, scrambling like rats for the world’s
dwindling resources. The only food available is a product called Soylent. And while the
government tries to maintain order, the rich get richer and the poor stay underfoot. Finding a
killer in this broken world is one hell of a job. But that’s exactly what detective Andy Rusch has
been assigned to do. If he can stay alive long enough, he might just solve the biggest case
he’s ever been on—unless humanity finally fulfills its promise and destroys itself first.
You can trust Melissa Michaels, creator of the highly respected and popular blog The Inspired
Room and a reformed stuff-keeper. In these pages you will find a friend who empathizes with
you and offers insightful ideas for altering your habits while efficiently decluttering and
organizing your home so that you can really enjoy living there.
Make Room for What You LoveYour Essential Guide to Organizing and SimplifyingHarvest
House Publishers
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Make Room for Scripture
Baby, Your Gift Will Make Room for You
Make Room for Happiness
Your Essential Guide to Organizing and Simplifying
Reflections on Developing Teen Spaces in Libraries
Creating Space for What Is Most Important

Kidnapped as a teenage girl, Ma has been locked inside a purpose built room in
her captor's garden for seven years. Her five year old son, Jack, has no concept
of the world outside and happily exists inside Room with the help of Ma's games
and his vivid imagination where objects like Rug, Lamp and TV are his only
friends. But for Ma the time has come to escape and face their biggest challenge
to date: the world outside Room.
These daily devotions for advent pair up Old and New Testament readings, a
short reflection, and a few questions to provoke discussion. With the hustle and
bustle of the holidays, it's so easy for Jesus to get lost. Like the innkeeper, we
may find that we don't have room in our hearts for him. Take some time to read,
reflect, and marvel at Jesus, the savior of the world who arrived in the form of a
little baby.
Make Room: Finding Where Faith Fits by Jonathan McReynolds. Make Room is
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an honest, practical approach to creating space for God in every aspect of our
lives in order to experience the fullness that can come only through an authentic
relationship with God.
In October 1928 Virginia Woolf was asked to deliver speeches at Newnham and
Girton Colleges on the subject of ‘Women and Fiction’; she spoke about her
conviction that ‘a woman must have money and a room of her own if she is to
write fiction’. The following year, the two speeches were published as A Room of
One’s Own, and became one of the foremost feminist texts. Knitted into a
polished argument are several threads of great importance – women and
learning, writing and poverty – which helped to establish much of feminist thought
on the importance of education and money for women’s independence. In the
same breath, Woolf brushes aside critics and sends out a call for solidarity and
independence – a call which sent ripples well into the next century. 'Brilliant
interweaving of personal experience, imaginative musing and political clarity' —
Kate Mosse, The Guardian 'Probably the most influential piece of non-fictional
writing by a woman in this century.' — Hermione Lee, The Financial Times
Declutter and Organize to Make More Room for Happiness
Make Room for Your Miracle
Kafka on the Shore
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Intersectionallies
Scoot Over and Make Some Room
Empty Out the Negative
Make Room! Make Room!
Stuff. We have too much of it. Clothing, kitchen gadgets, electronics, home
decor. And more of it arrives on our doorstep all the time. Our stuff takes up
an incredible amount of our space, time, energy, and money. But do all these
possessions truly make us happier? Certified professional organizer and
bestselling author Jennifer Ford Berry says no. Rather than living for our
stuff, what actually gives us joy is knowing and living out our purpose in life.
In Make Room, Berry shows you how to live a more meaningful and
intentional life by revealing how to - define your purpose - plan your time declutter your home - prepare for the future - and much more If you long to
get rid of what distracts you from living out your God-given calling in life, this
book is your roadmap to success, offering principles to recognize and
eliminate anything that is cluttering up your life.
Hilarious and heartwarming stories that will empower you to make space for
the other and discover the extraordinary, welcoming heart of God. Author and
Instagram star Heather Avis has made it her mission to introduce the world to
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the unique gifts and real-life challenges of those who have been pushed to the
edges of society. Mama to three adopted kids--two with Down
Syndrome--Heather encourages us all to take a breath, whisper a prayer,
laugh a little, and make room for the wildflowers. In a world of divisions and
margins, those who act, look, and grow a little differently are all too often
shoved aside. Scoot Over and Make Some Room is part inspiring narrative
and part encouraging challenge for us all to listen and learn from those we're
prone to ignore. Heather tells hilarious stories of her growing kids,
spontaneous dance parties, forgotten pants, and navigating the challenges
and joys of parenthood. She shares heartbreaking moments when her kids
were denied a place at the table and when she had to fight for their voices to
be heard. With beautiful wisdom and profound convictions, this manifesto will
empower you to notice who's missing in the spaces you live in, to make room
for your own kids and for those others who need you and your open heart.
This is your invitation to a table where space is unlimited and every voice can
be heard. Because when you open your life to the wild beauty of every unique
individual, you'll discover your own colorful soul and the extraordinary,
abundant heart of God.
Great stories. Everyone loves them, and long before they were officially
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recognized as "God's Word," the accounts in our present-day Bible were
preserved and passed along because they were great stories. They had all the
essential ingredients: great characters, heroism, villainy, and the triumph of
the human spirit. And, at the heart of each, there was the same profound
message: we have a God who is passionately in love with us and cannot rest
until we show that same passionate love to one another. This is what Jim
Philipps wants his readers, and catechists in particular, to understand and
share. He guides them through Bible basics by sharing the stories of
remarkable men and women in the Old and New Testaments. He explores the
intriguing parables of Jesus, as well as stories from Acts of the Apostles and
the adventures of St. Paul. Finally he takes a reverent look at the scriptural
basis of a storytelling tool that has caught generations of Christians in its
power--the rosary, and in particular the reflections on the "mysteries of light,"
which tell the story of the ministry of Jesus. Each brief chapter includes a bit
of Bible scholarship to help readers place the story in its proper context; a
reflection that offers a deeper experience of the story; and a series of
questions and activities that make personal connections to everyday life. This
is a great introduction to the Bible and its stories and a wonderful resource
for catechists and all who want to share and explore these stories with others.
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Bachelor Surprise! Upon learning a casual fling had resulted in a bundle of
joy, Greg Chandler felt compelled to go under cover and find the kid—just to
make sure it was well cared for. But that was before he saw Mikelle Bennet,
the sexy widow who had adopted "Jamie." Before he'd held his son in his arms.
Before his fatherly fate was sealed… Mikelle was suspicious of the newest
guest at her Nantucket inn. The only local color he seemed interested in was
baby blue! And why was a confirmed bachelor suddenly fascinated by warm
bottles and baby booties? Greg's charm and sheer masculinity stole her heart.
But was it also his intention to steal her son?
Love the Book: Black on White
Room for You
The Journey from Waiting Room to Birthing Room
Advent Devotions
Make Room for Teens!
Make Room for TV
How My Knack for Cultivating Critical Connections Transformed My Life,
Business, and Career
Kafka on the Shore displays one of the world’s great
storytellers at the peak of his powers. Here we meet a teenage
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boy, Kafka Tamura, who is on the run, and Nakata, an aging
simpleton who is drawn to Kafka for reasons that he cannot
fathom. As their paths converge, acclaimed author Haruki
Murakami enfolds readers in a world where cats talk, fish fall
from the sky, and spirits slip out of their bodies to make love
or commit murder, in what is a truly remarkable journey.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this lovely, easy-to-use
illustrated guide to decluttering, the beloved author of The
Happiness Project shows us how to take control of our stuff—and,
by extension, our lives. Gretchen Rubin knows firsthand that
creating order can make our lives happier, healthier, more
productive, and more creative. But for most of us, a rigid, onesize-fits-all solution doesn't work. When we tailor our approach
to suit our own particular challenges and habits, we can find
inner calm. With a sense of fun, and a clear idea of what’s
realistic for most people, Rubin suggests dozens of manageable
tips and tricks for creating a more serene, orderly environment,
including: • Never label anything “miscellaneous.” • Ask
yourself, “Do I need more than one?” • Don’t aim for minimalism.
• Remember: If you can’t retrieve it, you won’t use it. • Stay
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current with a child’s interests. • Beware the urge to
“procrasticlear.” By getting rid of things we don’t use, don’t
need, or don’t love, we free our minds (and our shelves) for
what we truly value.
Unlike her previous eight Murder Mystery-Romance novels this
book is strictly Fiction Romance. She started writing right
after her 77th birthday. To-date she has nine novels published.
Ilsa Revenge Marcello & Me Love of Two Sisters Biarritz
Beach/Resurrection of a Divorced Woman Love on a Farm Love
Reigns Till Death Second Time is Magic Biaritz Beach on West
Coast Love is Definitely Greek to Me
A handy book about intersectionality that depicts the nuances of
identity and embraces difference as a source of community.
The House of Raby, Or, Our Lady of Darkness
The Lucky Few
Perinatal Child-Parent Psychotherapy to Repair Trauma and
Promote Attachment
We Make Room for All
Finding Where Faith Fits
The Minimalist Way
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Poems
Bring Minimalism to Your Home, Work, and Relationships Discover
how to apply the minimalist mindset to every aspect of your life
by changing the way you think about your home, career,
relationships, family, and money. The Minimalist Way will help
you take it one step at a time with simple exercises and
activities. Ease into minimalism at your own pace and learn how
to let go. Filled with practical philosophy and easy-to-use
strategies for removing unnecessary distractions and stress,
this is the essential guidebook for anyone looking to clear out
their physical, mental, and emotional clutter. The Minimalist
Way includes: MINIMALIST PHILOSOPHY_outlines the principles of
minimalism and shows you how to define the practice to fit your
life. THE MINIMALIST LIFESTYLE_teaches you how to apply
minimalism to your spending, food, clothing, family, leisure
time, work, and more. REAL SOLUTIONS_that help you spend time
and energy wisely, including checklists, activities, and
troubleshooting tips. Live simpler. Live better. Live
minimalism.
Between 1948 and 1955, nearly two-thirds of all American
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families bought a television set—and a revolution in social life
and popular culture was launched. In this fascinating book, Lynn
Spigel chronicles the enormous impact of television in the
formative years of the new medium: how, over the course of a
single decade, television became an intimate part of everyday
life. What did Americans expect from it? What effects did the
new daily ritual of watching television have on children? Was
television welcomed as an unprecedented "window on the world,"
or as a "one-eyed monster" that would disrupt households and
corrupt children? Drawing on an ambitious array of
unconventional sources, from sitcom scripts to articles and
advertisements in women's magazines, Spigel offers the fullest
available account of the popular response to television in the
postwar years. She chronicles the role of television as a focus
for evolving debates on issues ranging from the ideal of the
perfect family and changes in women's role within the household
to new uses of domestic space. The arrival of television did
more than turn the living room into a private theater: it
offered a national stage on which to play out and resolve
conflicts about the way Americans should live. Spigel chronicles
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this lively and contentious debate as it took place in the
popular media. Of particular interest is her treatment of the
way in which the phenomenon of television itself was constantly
deliberated—from how programs should be watched to where the set
was placed to whether Mom, Dad, or kids should control the dial.
Make Room for TV combines a powerful analysis of the growth of
electronic culture with a nuanced social history of family life
in postwar America, offering a provocative glimpse of the way
television became the mirror of so many of America's hopes and
fears and dreams.
As President Trump’s National Security Advisor, John Bolton
spent many of his 453 days in the room where it happened, and
the facts speak for themselves. The result is a White House
memoir that is the most comprehensive and substantial account of
the Trump Administration, and one of the few to date by a toplevel official. With almost daily access to the President, John
Bolton has produced a precise rendering of his days in and
around the Oval Office. What Bolton saw astonished him: a
President for whom getting reelected was the only thing that
mattered, even if it meant endangering or weakening the nation.
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“I am hard-pressed to identify any significant Trump decision
during my tenure that wasn’t driven by reelection calculations,”
he writes. In fact, he argues that the House committed
impeachment malpractice by keeping their prosecution focused
narrowly on Ukraine when Trump’s Ukraine-like transgressions
existed across the full range of his foreign policy—and Bolton
documents exactly what those were, and attempts by him and
others in the Administration to raise alarms about them. He
shows a President addicted to chaos, who embraced our enemies
and spurned our friends, and was deeply suspicious of his own
government. In Bolton’s telling, all this helped put Trump on
the bizarre road to impeachment. “The differences between this
presidency and previous ones I had served were stunning,” writes
Bolton, who worked for Reagan, Bush 41, and Bush 43. He
discovered a President who thought foreign policy is like
closing a real estate deal—about personal relationships, madefor-TV showmanship, and advancing his own interests. As a
result, the US lost an opportunity to confront its deepening
threats, and in cases like China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea
ended up in a more vulnerable place. Bolton’s account starts
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with his long march to the West Wing as Trump and others woo him
for the National Security job. The minute he lands, he has to
deal with Syria’s chemical attack on the city of Douma, and the
crises after that never stop. As he writes in the opening pages,
“If you don’t like turmoil, uncertainty, and risk—all the while
being constantly overwhelmed with information, decisions to be
made, and sheer amount of work—and enlivened by international
and domestic personality and ego conflicts beyond description,
try something else.” The turmoil, conflicts, and egos are all
there—from the upheaval in Venezuela, to the erratic and
manipulative moves of North Korea’s Kim Jong Un, to the
showdowns at the G7 summits, the calculated warmongering by
Iran, the crazy plan to bring the Taliban to Camp David, and the
placating of an authoritarian China that ultimately exposed the
world to its lethal lies. But this seasoned public servant also
has a great eye for the Washington inside game, and his story is
full of wit and wry humor about how he saw it played.
Offers ways for girls to decide how they would like to decorate
their bedrooms, and provides advice on decorating styles,
cleaning, sharing a bedroom, and other common issues.
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Minimalism Strategies to Declutter Your Life and Make Room for
Joy
Make Room for Baby
Creating a Space Where Everyone Belongs
I Know He Is Not Going to Make It
A Room of One's Own
The Room Where It Happened
Find Your Style and Make Your Room Say You!
Make Room has a lot to do with making space, opening up, emptying out, and
creating room for new growth. The book has two aims. The first is to re-interpret
the three traditional Lenten disciplines of prayer, fasting, and alms giving in a
way that is meaningful, practical and accessible for children. The second is to
root those practices in the larger story of the life and ministry of Jesus, so they
aren't just activities or more things to do, but a part of a life of discipleship. Make
Room is a positive presentation of Lent as a special time for following Jesus
along his path of openness, hospitality, and of making known the expansive love
of God. --Laura Alary
Release the negative thoughts and feelings that are weighing you down and
make room for the good things you should have in your life with #1 New York
Times bestselling author Joel Osteen. You were created to be filled with joy,
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peace, confidence, and creativity. But it's easy to go through life holding on to
things that weigh you down-guilt, resentment, doubt, worry. When you give
space to these negative emotions, they take up space that you need for the good
things that move you toward your destiny. How much room are you giving to
shame, to regret, to being against yourself? Whatever it is, it's too much. Life is
too short for you to live bitter and discouraged, letting your circumstances hold
you back. Every morning you have to empty out anything negative from the day
before and put on a fresh new attitude. Power up and get your mind going in the
right direction, and you'll step into all the new things God has in store for you.
This state-of-the-art clinician's guide describes Perinatal Child–Parent
Psychotherapy (P-CPP), a treatment for pregnant women and their partners
whose readiness to nurture a baby is compromised by traumatic stress and
adverse life experiences. An application to pregnancy of the widely
disseminated, evidence-based Child–Parent Psychotherapy, P-CPP spans the
prenatal period through the first 6 months of life. Extended cases illustrate ways
to help mothers and fathers understand how trauma has affected them, navigate
the physical and emotional challenges of becoming parents, build essential
caregiving competencies, and ensure the safety of their babies and themselves.
Cultural considerations in working with diverse families are addressed through
specific intervention examples.
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When life looks radically different than the plan we have for ourselves, it's the
lucky few that recognize God's plan is best. That's what adoptive mom Heather
Avis learned, and that's the invitation of this book. As the mother of three
adopted children - two with Down syndrome - Heather Avis has learned that it's
truly the lucky few who get to live a life like hers, who actually recognize that
God's plans are best, even when they seem so radically different from the plans
we have for ourselves. When Heather started her journey into parenthood she
never thought it would look like this, never planned to have three adopted
children, and certainly never imagined that two of them would have Down
syndrome. But like most things God does, once she stepped into the craziness
and confusion that comes with the unknown and the unplanned, she realized that
they were indeed among the lucky few. Discover in this book what 70,000+
followers of Heather's hit Instagram account @macymakesmyday already know:
the power of faith and family can help us stay strong in the toughest times. This
book will also be especially touching to those with adopted family members or
children with Down syndrome in their lives.
Strategy Secrets to Make You an Escape Room Superstar
Make Room for Daddy
Make Room for Joy
Supreme Court
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Listen and Make Room
Make Room for God
Clearing Out the Clutter

What do you do when your hopes and dreams seem to die?
Mahesh and Bonnie Chavda, two respected international
leaders, content that for Christians, this doesn't need to
be a time of discouragement. Instead, as believers learn to
welcome the anointing presence of Jesus, any valley can be
transformed into a place of miracles. The Chavdas focus on
the Shuammite woman in 2 Kings, who was given, and then
lost, and then received back again her young son. First
narrating and then exploring this account of death and
restoration, the Chavdas encourage readers to face their
broken dreams and make room for Jesus' resurrection power.
As believers recognize the possibility of the impossible,
refusing to let go of the Presence, God can bring even the
most hopeless dream to life.
There is a saying that goes, “What you focus on expands.”
I’d like to say that what you make room for will feel
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welcome and at home. When there is a desire to get closer or
more intimate with something or someone, a conscious effort
is made to remove any distractions, hindrances, or anything
that will stand in the way of the intimacy that one seeks.
Unfortunately, most of us live very busy and complicated
lives, and it is becoming increasingly difficult to have
those quality moments that we need in order to grow
relationships and enjoy intimacy. This has spilled over into
our relationships with God as well. In Make Room, author
Segun Daramola seeks to help us gain insight into the
importance of making sure that our lives are available and
pleasurable for God to reside. He provides information about
some of the things we can start to do to make that possible,
especially if our desire is to enjoy a wonderful
relationship with God and draw closer to him. Segun presents
a discussion-oriented approach to understanding this topic
and suggests practical steps to making room for God.
Listen for the cries of the vulnerable and welcome the
children for whom Jesus made room. When Jesus made room, the
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vulnerable came for prayer. He treated their ills. He fixed
what was broken. Jesus gave sight to the blind, made the
lame walk, and welcomed the little children, creating space
for those who had been excluded. Then he listened to those
who often had no voice. Today, those people are often
children. Finding places for those who are left out,
especially children, is the work of discipleship. We rarely
listen to those who have small voices in our world. Instead,
we fill up all the space ourselves, leaving no room for
those who have little ability to acquire a spot. But Listen
and Make Room shows us that to follow Jesus’s example means
to understand that the vulnerable are at the core of God’s
mission.
Planning Your Escape
Make Room for More Joy, Greater Confidence, and New Levels
of Influence
Room
Finding Magical Moments in Your Everyday Life
A White House Memoir
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